
Austin Rhetoric Club Family Registration Form

This short form is for all families, veteran and new, for the year 2012-13.  It provides us with the information 
necessary for planning the year and making the roster.  It also provides the opportunity for each family to receive 
important information about the way ARC works together to achieve the goals of the club.  

Note that speech and debate “Areas of Interest” are not binding.  Also, leave blank any line that does not apply.  For 
example, each child is not expected to have a cell number but some students will have a personal phone number.

Family Information

Surname _________________                 Address       _____________________ 

Home Number _________________                                       _____________________ 

Parents Name Email Cell#

Father _________________       ______________________ _____________ 

Mother _________________       ______________________ _____________

Children (age 12-18)* Check Areas of Interest
Name Email Personal/Cell # Speech         Debate**

______________      ___________________ ___________ Speech___     TP___ LD___

______________      ___________________ ___________   Speech___     TP___ LD___

______________      ___________________ ___________ Speech___     TP___ LD___

______________      ___________________ ___________   Speech___     TP___    LD___    

______________      ___________________ ___________ Speech___     TP___ LD___

 

Children (age 6-11)***
Name Email Personal/Cell #

______________      ___________________ ___________ 

______________      ___________________ ___________  

______________      ___________________ ___________ 

______________      ___________________ ___________ 

______________      ___________________ ___________ 

*ARC is a family club.  As such, parents of competitive age students need to attend most meetings, help with 
coaching, help with judging, and be involved in generally helping out the club.  On occasions when a parent cannot 
attend a meeting the parent needs to assign the oversight of the student(s) to another adult.

**New families may leave the “Areas of Interest” blank.  If you know  your areas of interest please feel free 
to check them.  This is not binding.  What will be chosen is often worked out after the training season begins in 
September.

***Parents of Juniors need to be available to help in their classroom during speech time on a rotating basis.  This 
usually is about once per month.  After 6:00PM (during the dinner break and debate time) parents are responsible 
for supervision of their own under age (age 6-11) or uninvolved children.  If the parent is busy, proper arrangements 
with other parents will be needed. 

Thank you.


